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It's no mystery why InDesign has become the premier page layout program: It offers great tools-not least among them its sophisticated typographic controls. Here to show you how to take advantage of them is the first book devoted solely to that topic. Whether you're a graphics pros migrating from InDesign's long-entrenched competitor QuarkXPress or a hobbyists producing fancy invites and book-length projects, you'll appreciate this guide's finely tuned focus on everything typographic. Realizing that to take full advantage of InDesign's typographic tools, you must understand the principles guiding their use, author Nigel French addresses both the whys and the hows of good typography. Using practical examples, and loads of tips, Nigel provides a comprehensive overview of all of InDesign's type features, including the Paragraph Composer, optical kerning, and its support for OpenType fonts. Starting with character formats and then moving through paragraph formats, styles and effects, and layouts, you'll have gained all the skills they need to produce beautiful type by the end of the volume.
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Linux Web Server Development: A Step-by-Step Guide for Ubuntu, Fedora, and other Linux DistributionsCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	Linux Web Server Development will teach you how to build a Linux Web server from scratch using Free/Open Source programs. The only requirement is a computer with an Internet connection. You will learn how to: • download and set up a Linux Web server • configure your router and Operating System • register and configure a Dynamic...
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Lean UX: Applying Lean Principles to Improve User ExperienceO'Reilly, 2013

	
		The Lean UX approach to interaction design is tailor-made for today’s web-driven reality. In this insightful book, leading advocate Jeff Gothelf teaches you valuable Lean UX principles, tactics, and techniques from the ground up—how to rapidly experiment with design ideas, validate them with real users, and continually...
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Five-Minute Activities for Business English (Cambridge Handbooks for Language Teachers)Cambridge University Press, 2005

	This comprehensive resource book contains an easy-to-use set of short activities essential for anyone teaching Business English. Reflecting real-life business activities such as emails, noisy telephone conversations, making excuses, negotiating, handling customer complaints and cultural awareness, Five-Minute Activities for Business English...
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Limits to Parallel Computation: P-Completeness TheoryOxford University Press, 1995
"This is an excellent book about the classification of computing problems....I am sure that it can be useful as a textbook for students or as basic material for researchers wanting to start some research in this area." --Mathematical Reviews
     
This book provides a comprehensive analysis of the most important topics in...
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Interested Readers: Essays on the Hebrew Bible in Honor of David J. A. ClinesSociety of Biblical Literature, 2013

	Readers of the Hebrew Bible are interested readers, bringing their own perspectives to the text. The essays in this volume, written by friends and colleagues who have drawn inspiration from and shown interest in the scholarship of David Clines, engage with his work through examining interpretations of the Hebrew Bible in areas of common...
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The IBM Totalstorage Solutions Handbook (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
This IBM Redbook provides overviews and pointers for information on the most current IBM TotalStorage products, showing how IBM is uniquely positioned to help you build up an on-demand business, considering its depth and breadth of storage IT experience and strong lineup of products, solutions, and services.

This Redbook is divided into...
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